We present a migration method that does not require a velocity model to migrate backscattered surface waves to their projected locations on the surface. This migration method uses recorded Green's functions along the surface instead of simulated Green's functions. Therefore, it is referred to as natural migration. The key assumptions are that the scattering bodies are within the depth interrogated by the surface waves, and the Green's functions are recorded with dense receiver sampling along the free surface. This natural migration takes into account all orders of multiples, mode conversions, and non-linear effects of surface waves in the data. The natural imaging formulas are derived for both active source and ambient-noise data, and computer simulations show that natural migration can effectively image near-surface heterogeneities with typical ambient-noise sources and geophone distributions.
or by applying the adjoint (Snieder 1986; Blonk et al. 1995; Campman et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2014) of the modeling operator L † to the scattered data d to get the migration image m mig = L † d. In all cases, the two key assumptions are that the velocity model (typically, just the smooth component of the surface-wave velocity distribution) is known and the weak-scattering approximation is invoked. For many practical applications, the background velocity model is assumed to be a layered medium. This methodology has found a growing number of uses in earthquake, exploration, and engineering seismology (Snieder 1986; Blonk et al. 1995; Wijk 2003; Campman et al. 2005; Riyanti 2005; Campman & Riyanti 2007; Kaslilar 2007) .
There are two significant limitations with the above surface-wave inversion methods: the Born approximation is invalid if there are strong velocity contrasts, and the wavefields in complex regions of Earth cannot be accurately modeled without prior knowledge of the elastic parameters of Earth. In either case, the resulting image can contain significant errors.
To eliminate these problems, we present a surface-wave imaging method named natural migration (Schuster 2002; Brandsberg-Dahl et al. 2007; Sinha et al. 2009; Xiao & Schuster 2009; ) that does not require the Born approximation or the need to know the velocity model. Instead of computing the Green's functions assuming a known background medium, we measure the actual Green's functions G(x g |x s ) of the earth at the geophone locations x g for either an active point source at x s , or a virtual point source at x s obtained by cross-correlation and stacking of ambient noise records. These measured Green's functions contain all of the effects of scattering, anisotropy, and higher-order modes in the data eliminating the need for compute-intensive elastic modeling operations (Schuster 2002) .
The Green's functions are then used to create the exact modeling operator L that emulates the data, so there is no need to know the velocity model to find m mig = L † d. However, the trial image points are restricted to be at the surface, so the migration image provides the scatterer distributions projected from depth to their surface locations. The limitation is that the sampling of the migration image depends on the density of receiver arrays along the free surface. This limitation is mitigated by the recent availability of dense seismic arrays, such as USArray and the Long Beach array (Hand 2014) . Our synthetic simulations show that natural migration of both active and passive source data can provide accurate images of the projected distributions of scatterers onto the Earth's surface as long as the scatterer is within the depth that is sensitive to the surface wave.
In this paper, we derive the natural migration equation, and apply the proposed imaging method to synthetic data. The migration equation starts with the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-Natural Migration 3 tion, but does not assume the Born approximation. Instead of assuming a smooth background model, it uses the empirical Green's functions recorded in the data. Thus, the migration equation is valid for any type of strong velocity contrast. The next section assesses the effectiveness of natural migration on 3D elastic data generated for a simple fault model. The last section provides a summary of our work.
THEORY

Migration of Backscattered Surface-waves
For an inhomogeneous 3D elastic medium, the scattered wavefield can be represented by (Hudson & Heritage 1981; Snieder & Nolet 1987) 
where the particle-displacement vector is given by u i (x s , x r ), x s and x r are, respectively, the source and the receiver positions. The subscript indices indicate one of the components of the displacement-vector wavefield, where for example i have the values 1, 2, and 3 for respectively vertical, horizontal-x, horizontal-y components. Einsteinian summation over dummy indices is assumed. The variable ω represents the angular frequency, G ij (x|x s ) is the monochromatic Green's tensor for the j-th particle-component point source at the position x s and the ithe component receiver at x, and G 0 ij (x|x r ) is the transmitted-wave Green's tensor (i.e. it only contains the transmitted wavefield without backscattering). The dependence of wavefield variables on the harmonic frequency ω is silent. Here, ∆c kjpq (x) represents the arbitrary distribution of elastic perturbations, ∆ρ is the distribution of the density perturbations, δ pk is the Kronecker delta function which has the value one when p = k and zero otherwise, and γ l (ω) is the source-wavelet spectrum. The volume integral in equation 1 is over the model volume where perturbations do not coincide with the source or receiver locations. We can derive the migration equation as (see Appendix A for details)
This migration equation can be used to image density and elastic-parameter perturbations.
For surface-waves, the image m (x) in equation 2 can be evaluated on the free-surface to produce 2D images which are projections of the scatterer's locations onto the free surface (Snieder 1986; Blonk & Herman 1994; Campman et al. 2005 ). These projections are appropriate for scatterer's at shallow depths that are detectable by surface waves. We shall denote these projections of scatterer's on the surface as migration shadows. Due to the variable sensitivity with depth for different frequencies, the migration images can be separated according to different frequency bands:
where the band-pass filter β ω (ω) is a function designed to smoothly taper the data and Green's tensors around the central frequency ω . The ω 2 is considered part of β for brevity.
A further decomposition is based on the modes for propagation of incident and scattered wavefields. In addition, equation 3 can be simplified by ignoring the amplitude scaling factor
(1 + δ pk ). For example, if we consider only Rayleigh-wave scattering due to the Rayleigh-wave incidence wavefield, the migration equation becomes for p = k = l = i = 1
This equation is applicable to active-source data. However, special care must be taken because the interpretation of migration shadows is not appropriate for body waves that might not travel along the surface. Therefore, body-wave arrivals must be removed from the data prior to migration. In addition, the source wavelet γ l (ω) must be estimated. Fortunately, virtual gathers computed from passive data cross-correlation tend to be exclusively dominated by only surface waves and the phase of the source wavelet γ l (ω) is zero after ambient-noise crosscorrelation. Therefore, this method is applicable to surface waves in virtual gathers without the need for muting body-wave arrivals. In the following section, we derive the migration equation for passive data.
Natural Migration of Surface-wave Backscattering in Passive Data
For surface waves, the time-symmetric ambient noise cross-correlation tensor C ij is defined as
where d i (x A , ω) and d i (x B , ω) are i-th components of the observed particle-displacement at the locations x A and x B , respectively. This cross-correlation tensor is related to the Green's function by the interferometric equation (Weaver & Lobkis 2004; Snieder 2004 )
where i = √ −1 and µ is a scalar factor under the far-field approximation, and it depends on the geometrical configuration of the stations, the mode of propagation and the propagation velocity, and the distribution of noise sources. If the scalar factor is ignored, the actual amplitudes of the empirical Greens function might not be correct. We will disregard this scalar factor in subsequent derivations, keeping in mind that the dynamic information (i.e. amplitudes) in the migration images may be imprecise. Nevertheless, the geometric information of the migration images (i.e. locations of scatterers and fault maps) is still reliable.
If we consider an equation that has a structure similar to that of equation 4 but replacing the Green's functions with ambient noise cross-correlations, we get
where C 0 ki are the correlations containing only the direct surface waves (i.e. backscattering events are muted). By substituting the right hand side of equation 6 into equation 7, we get four terms
Note that the fourth term is the same as the migration equation 4 for active source data, and the first term is equivalent to the fourth term considering the time symmetry in the cross correlations. The contribution of the other two terms to the migration image η pk (x, ω ) can be eliminated by muting relevant portions of the data u i (x s , x r ) , as will be demonstrated with the numerical examples in the following sections.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Ambient-Noise Simulation
We will use numerical models and synthetic ambient noise to visualize and analyse how recorded ambient noise can be migrated to produce an image of subsurface heterogeneities.
The 3D model in Figure 1 is used to test the effectiveness of natural migration in imaging the images will be consistent from one shot to another. This means that when the images from different gathers are stacked they constructively interfere to form a coherent image of the heterogeneities.
Spurious events overlap with the backscattered events in the cross-correlations in Figure 3B. Migrating the spurious events in the gather will introduce noise into the migration image. However, such noise is unlikely to be consistent from virtual shot to another. Therefore, when the images are stacked noise will destructively interfere and be attenuated. We assume that this is also the case for deep virtual reflections in the cross-correlations.
Natural migration procedure
Here, we describe the steps used to compute the natural migration image from ambient-noise records, using the passive-data natural migration equation (i.e. equation 7). First, the recorded noise is spectrally normalized (Duret & Forgues 2015) (i.e. amplitudes in the frequency domain are set to one) and then cross-correlated to generate the empirical Green's functions. The normalization and cross-correlation produce spectrally balanced Green's functions with zerophase wavelet, so that it is suitble to assume γ l (ω) ≈ 1 in the migration equation 7. Next, we normalize the Green's functions in a virtual source gather by the maximum absolute value of the amplitudes in the gather. We observe that this normalization partially corrects for the amplification effect that depends on the velocity near the virtual source.
The second step is muting and wavefield separation. The samples near the zero lag are muted to avoid near-field strong artefact . We empirically find that muting one period (esti-This is related to singularities in the integration domain mated roughly from the transmitted waves as shown in Figure 3A ) is sufficient to avoid strong artefacts near sources and receivers.
To compute the natural migration image, we need to separate transmitted (i.e. direct) and scattered wavefields in the empirical Green's functions so that
where C trans.
ki (x A |x B ) contains the transmission events, and C scat.
ki (x A |x B ) contains only the scattered events. This separation can be performed by muting, where an average velocity v avg. and the period T of the direct arrivals are estimated and then used to design the muting function,
where the transmitted events are above the muting function and the scattered waves are below the function as shown in Figures 3B and 3C , respectively. Smooth tapering is recommended when applying the mute.
The variables in the migration equation 7 are defined using the separated wavefields as follows:
Note the summation in equation 11 over the k index. In our numerical example, however, we do not record horizontal components and therefore we evaluate u 1 (x s |x r ) = C scat. 11 (x s |x r ) only. Now, we compute the natural migration image using equation 7 and substitute the separated transmission and scattered events respectively into the empirical Green's functions and backscattered data (i.e. u i ). Figure 4 tween the layers do not cause backscattering. Therefore, the proposed method can not directly image changes in the medium along the depth axis, like boundaries between layers. This is useful when the objective of the seismic experiment is to image heterogeneities like faults and scatterers with disregard to the layering details in the subsurface.
Natural migration images are evaluated at geophone stations on the free surface at z = 0. Therefore, they do not directly indicate the depth of the anomalies. To develop a sense of depth, we design many bandpass filters β ω with increasing peak frequency ω , where the different frequency bands can be associated with different depth ranges. The filters are chosen to cover the spectrum of the data, using any filter of choice. Frequencies are avoided that violate the Nyquist sampling interval associated with geophone spacing. Figure 5 illustrates a set of bandpass filters in the time and frequency domains. By solving the elastic wave-equation using the average velocity of the first layer, we can estimate the sensitivity of the Rayleigh waves to different depths of velocity anomalies, as shown in Figure 6 .
For filters 1 to 3, most of the energy is concentrated at depths shallower than that of the fault (15 m) and is unable to detect the fault. Filters with a lower range of frequencies, on the other hand, show the significant sensitivity of low-frequency Rayleigh waves to deeply buried velocity heterogeneities.
We also compute a collection of migration images for different frequency ranges that collectively give an indication of relative depth and size of the detected anomalies. Figure 7 show the natural migration images as a function of the filter's range of frequencies. Highfrequency filters 1 to 3 do not to detect the fault, due to the Rayleigh wave's shallow depth of penetration. The remaining low-frequencies filter detect the fault. Figure 8 shows a crosssection migration image for y = 150 m, where the fault is seen clearly using filters from 4 to 9. In general, the effectiveness of natural migration is limited by the strength of the backscattered surface waves. This subject is covered by Chai et al. (2012) and Chai et al. (2014) .
We recommend using a synthetic data test, as the one demonstrated above, for each case where natural migration is applied to assess the abilities and the limits of the method in the given geological settings, noise distribution and survey geometry. In addition, applications of the method should be in conjunction with other independent methods for studying the subsurface, like surface wave tomography (Lin et al. 2008) . This is to validate the interpretation of the natural migration images, and to reject possible false positives generated by uncorrelated noise and imperfect reconstruction of empirical Green's functions.
CONCLUSIONS
The migration equations are derived for imaging back-scattered wave using virtual Green's functions computed by cross-correlating ambient noise. The benefits of this approach are that the migration velocity model is not needed for estimating the migration Green's functions and the actual physics of wave propagation are used for inversion. In addition, the Born approximation is not required and the computation of the adjoint operator requires minimal computational resources. The limitation is that a dense receiver coverage is required to construct a finely sampled image.
Application of natural migration to the Long Beach array and USArray (AlTheyab et al. 2014) will be the focus of future publications. The back-scattering migration provides complimentary high-wavenumber information to the low-wavenumber transmission tomographic image as is done in exploration seismology. One possibility in the future, is to invert for the perturbation in the least-squares sense, instead of using the migration equation (the adjoint).
This however is non-trivial to compute for interferometric virtual gathers. In this paper, we migrated the backscattered events into pseudo-depths that depends on the frequency ranges of the data. Conversion to absolute depth requires some prior knowledge of the subsurface velocities, and such conversion is the subject of a follow up research. Another direction of interest is to analyse the coupling between incident Rayleigh-wave and Love scattered waves and vice-versa.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECT OF ELASTIC HETEROGENEITIES ON THE
NATURAL MIGRATION IMAGE
From equation 1, the scattered wavefield due to density perturbations can be quantified using the following equation
The corresponding migration equation (Liu & Tromp 2006) is
where the horizontal bar above the integration kernel indicates the complex conjugate of the kernel, and the spatial integration is over the source and receiver planes that exclude the imaging point. This avoids integrating over singular points in the Green's tensors. For conciseness, we omit the definition of the integration domain over sources and receivers throughout the manuscript. Similarly, the scattered wavefield due to elastic tensor perturbations is
where ∆ c kjpq is the image corresponding to the perturbation of the tensor element indicated by the subscripts. Considering the sum of migration images for j = q, the migration equation above can be approximated in the far field by
where v (x) is the phase velocity for that mode of propagation (e.g. the phase velocity for monochromatic Rayleigh-waves when migrating z-component backscattering using z-component incident wavefield). Here, the spatial derivatives are approximated, under the far-field approximation, for a single mode of propagation using
The right hand side above is the same as the migration equation for density (equation A.2) when p = k. This indicates that when we migrate the backscattered data using equation 4, we can image both density and velocity perturbations. The left hand-side of equation A.7
indicates that migrations images of elastic tensor perturbations have an amplification effect that is proportional to the phase velocity.
The sum of the images for density-perturbations and the elastic-tensor perturbations (where j = q) gives the natural migration image
In other words, the natural migration image is the sum of several images, each image is a geometric representation of the density or elastic modulus perturbations. As a result, values in the images might not be immediately useful, due to the entangled contributions from different physical variables and the fact that the adjoint integral is not the inverse of the forward scattering equation. Nevertheless, the geometric information in the image is representative of the heterogeneities in the subsurface.
In our derivation above, we deliberately ignored contributions to the images from the elastic-tensor perturbations for j = p to avoid spatial derivatives, which numerically requires a dense sampling of naturally recorded Green's functions. This does not necessarily mean that the perturbations in those elastic-tensor components can not be imaged using equation 4.
Further research is needed to understand the effects on those components in on the migration image.
APPENDIX B: BACKSCATTERED EVENTS IN AMBIENT-NOISE
CROSS-CORRELATIONS
In this section, we illustrate how backscattered events are detected in the empirical Green's function.
Empirical Green's functions for the zz-components (i.e. C 11 ) are computed by crosscorrelating the recorded ambient-noise traces according to equation 5 as follows. For a given virtual source located on one of the stations, the recorded trace is referred to as the master trace. For each recording, the master trace is cross-correlated with the trace corresponding to a virtual receiver. Then, the cross-correlations for the given virtual source and receiver are stacked to form the empirical Green's function for the virtual source-receiver pairs. for ambient-noise sources located at n, where τ ns denotes the traveltime from the noise source n to the virtual source s, and similarly τ nr is the traveltime from the noise source to the virtual receiver r. In this simplified analysis of kinematics, we harmlessly ignore the amplitudes and dispersion and highlight the phase of the correlated arrival. Using this simple notion of canceling the phase of common raypaths by cross-correlation, we can analyse the backscattering events in the empirical Green's functions. Figure B .2 depicts the three scenarios for redatuming passive events into the A-,B-, and C-labeled backscattered events in the empirical Green's function in Figure B .1.
The A-labeled event in Figure B where X is the position of the scatterer and the τ subscripts denote the points along the raypath. However, this event has a negative phase (dashed lines Figure B .2 indicate negative phase), and therefore it appears at a negative time-lag in the empirical Green's function in Figure B .1. Similarly, the C-labeled event is the result of cross-correlating the direct arrival associated with the virtual source position and the backscattered events at the virtual receiver position. Therefore, the phase delay associated with the common ray path is eliminated, giving rise to a causal scattering event due to a causal incident wave that appears in the positive time lag in the empirical Green's function (e iωτ sXr ).
The remaining B-labeled event is related to cases where the scatterer is between the virtual source and receiver positions. In such cases, backscattered events are cross-correlated with direct events, or vice versa, giving rise to a mixed phase (e iωτ Xr −iωτ sX ), where the event could appear at either positive or negative time lags of the empirical Green's function. In all cases, however, the negative phase associated with events traveling from the virtual source to the scatterer while the positive phase is associated with events traveling from the scatterer to the virtual receiver shown in Figure B .2B. Therefore, the B-labeled backscattered event is the causal backscattering due to acausal incident waves. If cross-correlation is time symmetric as defined in equation 5, a mirror of the B-labeled event will be in the empirical Green's function, which is the acausal backscattering due to causal incident waves.
The B-labeled backscattering event can be considered non-physical and contradictory to equation 6. Such non-physical scattering, however, is redundant information and often overlaps with early arrivals like body waves and strong cross-correlation artefacts. Therefore, we mute such events between the causal-and acausal-transmitted events in the ambient noise crosscorrelation before migration. Figure B .2. Ambient-noise cross-correlation scenarios that give rise to the backscattering events in Figure B .1. The start symbol denotes convolution between the conjugated phases, shown as dashed lines from the noise source to the virtual source, and phases from noise source to the virtual receiver shown as a solid line.
